CARFAX
COLLEGE
Acceptable Use Policy for Staff and Tutors
1. Introduction
Carfax College seeks to embrace the use of ICT to enhance teaching and learning and the college’s
administrative processes. The aim of this policy is to ensure that:
•

Information is readily available to the relevant users throughout the college

•

Confidentiality is always maintained

•

The integrity of the information is maintained

•

Data access and use conforms to regulations in regard to the Data Protection Act

•

Undesirable consequences associated with breaches of information security are avoided.
This includes but is not limited to; bad publicity, fraud and illegal use of personal data.

•

Staff and tutors understand their responsibilities online to ensure the welfare and
safeguarding of pupils.

•

Staff and tutors understand the boundaries of acceptable behavior, to mitigate the risk of
inappropriate communication taking place between staff, tutors and pupils and of having
misplaced allegations being made against staff or tutors.

This policy applies when using school computers, using your own device connected to the college’s
wireless network and when representing Carfax. Keep in mind that even when using social media
and public blogs and forums you may still be seen as representing the school.
All staff, tutors and people offering services at the college who access school IT systems are required
to read and comply with this policy. Failure to comply with the policy may lead to an investigation
and hearing under the college’s disciplinary policy, or other appropriate action.

2. Responsible use of IT
2.1 Staff and tutors are expected to use Carfax College IT systems responsibly and primarily for the
purposes of their job (see section 7 – Use of school ICT facilities for personal use).
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2.2 Staff and tutors should be aware that access to the network and use of systems such as email and
internet access is monitored and may be shared with their line manager or senior management.
2.3 Staff and tutors should not attempt to browse internet sites or access content that is illegal,
offensive or indecent. This includes content that is pornographic or that promotes violence,
religious extremism or discrimination.
2.4 Staff and tutors should not upload or post aggressive or offensive material to the internet (for
example material that is racist, sexist or in any way discriminatory or liable to incite violence or hate
crimes).

3. Data protection
3.1 Staff and tutors should understand their responsibilities when accessing, using and sharing
college data and only do so according to college policies and the Data Protection Act 1998 (see the
Data Protection and Confidentiality Agreement).
3.2 Unless otherwise stated school data (for example personal information relating to staff, tutors or
pupils, work submitted by students, internal examinations, financial data or confidential minutes)
must only be stored and processed on school computers and systems.
3.3 Personal email, USB drives or cloud storage (Dropbox, Google Drive etc.) may only be used to
store curriculum resources (for example presentations or worksheets to be used in lessons) or
material that is in the public domain.
3.4 Staff and tutors should be mindful of using systems containing sensitive information e.g. email,
in the presence of students, parents or visitors, particularly if the computer is connected to a
projector.
3.5 If a member of staff or a tutor is aware that college data, particularly staff, tutors’ or pupils’
Personally Identifiable Data (PID), has been or could be accessed by an unauthorised source (e.g.
due to loss of equipment containing data), they should inform the Principal immediately who will
decide whether the Information Commissioner’s Office needs to be notified.
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3.6 Data stored on the college network is backed up regularly. Staff and tutors should, however,
ensure that data on removable media and portable devices is also backed up.
3.7 When leaving a computer, staff and tutors should make sure that they have logged off or that the
computer is locked (hold down the Windows Key and press ‘L’).

4. IT security
4.1 The security of the college’s IT systems is the responsibility of all staff and tutors
4.2 Staff and tutors must only log onto the college IT systems using their own username and
password.
4.3 Staff and tutors must not share their username and password with anyone else
4.3 Staff and tutors must not make changes to the configuration of college IT equipment, including
downloading or installing software, without first consulting the IT department.
4.4 Staff and tutors must not attempt to circumvent the college’s IT security controls or seek to gain
unauthorised access to data.
4.5 Staff and tutors should not attempt to bypass the college’s internet filtering system.

5. Use of email
5.1 The content of an email may constitute another person’s personal data and therefore be subject
to the provisions of the data protection act. Similarly, any email may need to be disclosed in the case
of legal action. Staff and tutors should therefore assume that the content of any email may be seen
by others including the subject of the email.
5.2 Staff and tutors should remain mindful that email is not a secure form of communication. Other
forms of communication should be considered for sending confidential or sensitive information.
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5.3 Consideration should be given to the number of emails sent, ensuring that all methods of online
communication are used appropriately as an alternative.
5.4 Staff and tutors are asked to observe certain protocols so that the use of email does not become
a disruption in the day to day working life of colleagues.

6. Safeguarding and conduct with pupils
6.1 Staff and tutors should understand their responsibilities with regard to safeguarding (see the
Safeguarding (Child Protection) policy) and understand that these also apply when using ICT.
6.2 If you suspect that illegal content has been accessed using a college computer, or that a college
system such as email has been used inappropriately contact the Principal immediately. Do not
attempt to access the content yourself as this could corrupt any evidence.
6.3 Pupil data, including Personally Identifiable Data (PID), photographs and audio/video
recordings must only be stored on school systems and not posted/uploaded to the internet.
6.4 In accordance with the Staff Code of Conduct, staff and tutors should not give out their
personal mobile, email or home telephone numbers to a pupil. College phones should be used on
trips to avoid staff and tutors having to give out their personal phone number to pupils. If staff or
tutors are required to communicate with pupils using their own device, communication should be
via the school email system.
6.5 Photographs or audio/video recordings of students should only be taken using school
equipment. Staff and tutors must not use their own cameras or phones or store photographs or
audio/video recordings on their own computer or memory cards. School cameras are available to
loan from the IT department.
6.6 Staff and tutors should always avoid any online (as well as offline) conduct that could be
interpreted as a sexual advance or "grooming" and avoid words or expressions or any behaviour
online (as well as offline) that could be interpreted as having any sexual innuendo.
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6.7 Guidelines on the use of social media are outlined in the college’s Social Media policy

7. Use of school ICT facilities for personal use
7.1 It is understood that staff or tutors may occasionally need to use the School’s ICT facilities for
personal, non-college related use. Such use should be kept to a minimum so as not to interfere with
work and responsibilities and limited to break times or outside of school hours. Staff and tutors
should also remain mindful that information or messages sent through school facilities may be
attributed to the school. Personal views should be stated as such.
7.2 Staff and tutors may use printers and photocopiers for personal items on an occasional basis.
However, these facilities are provided to users primarily for school related work.
7.3 Staff and tutors should not save personal files on the school network such as personal photos,
music files etc. Disciplinary action may be taken if it is established that college ICT facilities have
been used to excess for personal use.

8. Use of personal devices in college
8.1 Staff and tutors may use their own personal devices (laptops, tablets or smartphones) in college
on the understanding that the security of the device is their own responsibility and that the college
accepts no liability if the device is lost, damaged or stolen.
8.2 Personal devices may be connected to the college’s wireless network in order to access the
internet and college systems.
8.3 Personal devices should be password protected and have up to date antivirus software and
security updates.
8.4 USB drives may be brought into college, but should be used with caution as the media may
include viruses or other malicious software. To ensure that network security is not compromised,
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the IT team may ask to see such media and may disable it for use on the network if they believe that
network security may be or may have been compromised.

9. Social media guidelines
9.1 The college’s policy on staff and tutor use of social media is available at Appendix B and forms
part of this policy document. The policy outlines guidance on the use of social media and
networking sites.

10. Monitoring
The college does not regularly monitor the use of the internet and email systems, however, in
accordance with any prevailing legislation, the college may monitor to check that use is compliant
with this policy. If it is discovered that any of the systems are being abused and / or that the terms
of this policy are being infringed, action may be taken which could result in dismissal, termination of
engagement or other legal action
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Social Media policy
1. Purpose and scope of the policy
1.1 This policy applies to the use of social media for college business and sets out expectations for
staff and tutor personal use, whether during working hours or at other times. Its purpose is to help
staff and tutors avoid the potential pitfalls of sharing information on such social media sites and
should be read in conjunction with the Staff Acceptable Use of ICT policy. The policy applies at all
times whether using college computers or your own device and both when in school or at home.

2. Introduction
2.1 The college recognises that the internet provides unique opportunities for sharing and
communicating in both a personal and professional context. Staff and tutors are free to use social
media such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, as well as collaborative tools such as blogs and wikis.
However, staff and tutors should remain mindful of their professional responsibilities and use sound
judgement and common sense.
2.2 When communicating with pupils, staff and tutors should use a college system (such as the
Portal or email) as this is more appropriate than using social media. If college systems do not meet
your needs consult with the IT Manager who can suggest an alternative and provide advice on using
the social media platform appropriately.

3. Guiding principles
3.1 Staff and tutors are expected to demonstrate a sense of responsibility and in doing so, adhere to
the following principles:
3.2 Staff and tutors must not communicate with pupils using a personal social media account or add
pupils as ‘friends’ or similar or join the same social media groups. Depending on the circumstances,
it may also be inappropriate to communicate with parents or add them as ‘friends’.
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3.3 Staff and tutors should exercise caution when making links with ex-pupils of the college on a
personal social media account. Keep in mind that an ex-pupil may also be linked or ‘friends’ with
current pupils which (depending on your privacy settings) may expose your personal information or
content.
3.4 Staff and tutors should ensure that the privacy settings for any personal social media profiles are
configured appropriately and limit the amount of information that is publically available.
3.5 Staff and tutors must be mindful of how they present themselves and the college on such media.
The private life of an employee at the college may have professional consequences and this must be
considered at all times when sharing personal information in this format.
3.6 Staff and tutors must not represent personal views as those of the college, nor disclose the views
of colleagues or others working with the college (e.g. consultants).
3.7 When writing an internet post, staff and tutors should remember that this is not a secure form of
communication and consider whether the contents would be more appropriate in a private message.
While there may be strict privacy controls in place on personal accounts, information could still be
copied and shared by others and can easily enter the public domain. For this reason, it is always
sensible to consider that all information posted online has entered the public domain.
3.8 Staff and tutors should protect the privacy of others by omitting personal information from
internet posts such as names, email addresses, home or work addresses, phone numbers or other
personal information, and it is recommended that the same principles are followed for the user’s
own personal information.
3.9 Staff and tutors must not post anything that may offend, insult or humiliate others, particularly
on the basis of their sex, age, race, colour, national origin, religion or belief, sexual orientation,
disability, marital status, pregnancy or maternity. Nor must staff and tutors post anything that could
be interpreted as threatening, intimidating or abusive. Offensive posts or messages may be construed
as cyberbullying.
3.10 Staff and tutors must not post disparaging or derogatory remarks about colleagues or the
college, or its Governors, pupils or parents.
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3.11 Staff and tutors must not use social media in a way which could constitute a breach of any of
the School’s employment or other policies.

4. Official use of school social media accounts
4.1 As far as possible college IT systems should be used for all official college business, however
social media may be used where college systems do not meet specific requirements, for example
communications and marketing, alumnae relations or for specific curriculum needs.
4.2 College social media accounts must be kept separate from personal accounts and registered using
a college email address.
4.3 College social media account usernames and passwords must be logged with the Operations
Manager.
4.4 A designated member of staff must be responsible for managing and approving content posted
on the social media account, including content or comments that external parties may post.
4.5 Accounts that are no longer used should be deactivated or deleted.
4.6 The college will monitor the use of college social media accounts to check that their use is
compliant with college policies.

5. Removing postings
5.1 Staff and tutors may be required to remove internet postings which are deemed to constitute a
breach of this policy.

6. Breach of Social Media policy
6.1 Failure to comply with this policy may result in an investigation and hearing under the college’s
disciplinary policy or other appropriate action.

